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We review the literature on climate change mitigation in agriculture with a focus on the use of climate policy instruments to incentivize the adoption of greenhouse gas mitigation measures. We develop an economic model characterizing the production decisions in animal and crop production farms and link our discussion on policy instruments to them. We review mitigation measures and their cost-effectiveness in reducing emissions. Given the multiple sources of agricultural emissions, the literature finds carbon taxes and emissions trading to perform best. The challenges involved in measuring and verifying changes in emissions make the implementation of policies targeting all sources of emissions difficult. Second-best policies addressing a subset of emissions, such as those from ruminants or mineral fertilizers, are more feasible but less efficient. Carbon sequestration in arable soils, while technically promising, faces the problems of heterogeneity in sequestration capacity, measurement, verification and permanence of sequestration. The variation of estimates on emissions reduction, abatement costs and differences in model simulations is large. A better basis for policy designs is needed.
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Introduction

Agriculture as a sector contributes substantially to climate change. Annual direct emissions from agriculture were approximately 5.0–5.8 GtCO₂eq (carbon dioxide equivalent) during the period 2000–2010, representing 11% of the global anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, which amount to 49 GtCO₂eq (Smith et al. 2014). Land use and land use change are responsible for an additional 4.3–5.5 GtCO₂eq of annual emissions during this period, much of which stems from agriculture (Smith et al. 2014). The total annual contribution of the agriculture, forestry and land use (AFOLU) sector to global emissions is 10–12 GtCO₂eq, representing 24% of global emissions.

The main direct agricultural GHG emissions are nitrous oxide (N₂O) emissions from soils, fertilizers, and manure from grazing animals and methane (CH₄) emissions stemming from ruminants and paddy rice cultivation. Both GHGs have a significantly higher global warming potential than carbon dioxide (CO₂). Of all agricultural direct non-CO₂ emissions, 80% are from livestock, with ruminants accounting for more than 80% of the total livestock emissions (Havlík et al. 2014). Given that poultry and swine husbandry play a minor role in GHG emissions compared to livestock, in this review, we focus solely on ruminants and crop production.

The global human population is projected to increase by 2 billion by 2050, most of which will occur in developing countries with relatively high income elasticities for food demand. As a consequence, food demand could increase by more than 70%, even under the assumption of moderately high income growth (Blandford and Hassapoyannes 2018). The demand for emissions-intensive livestock products is projected to rise more rapidly than the demand for crop products. This could increase the share of animal products in human diets and livestock and crop production by 80% and 48%, respectively, by 2050. Estimates suggest that this development will increase agricultural non-CO₂ emissions by 76% relative to 1995 levels (Havlík et al. 2014, Bennetzen et al. 2016).

GHG mitigation potential in the agriculture sector can generally be decomposed into technical, economic, and socially and politically constrained potential (OECD 2019). The technical potential is defined as the maximum mitigation possible with the full implementation of all available mitigation options and ignoring all barriers to adoption. The economic potential indicates the costs and benefits of different mitigation measures showing mitigation potential for a given carbon price. Political and social barriers restrict the use of mitigation measures and are related to possible adverse distributional impacts of policy options (Wreford et al. 2017, OECD 2019).
The global technical mitigation potential of the agriculture sector in 2030 is estimated to be 5500–6000 MtCO₂eq yr⁻¹, with a 95% confidence interval around this mean value of 300–11400 MtCO₂eq yr⁻¹ (Smith 2012). This estimate is based on the maximum use of available emissions reduction and soil carbon sequestration measures. Regarding the global economic potential, the Assessment Report of the IPCC, drawing on results from a number of studies (Smith et al. 2008, Golub et al. 2009, McKinsey and Company 2009, Rose et al. 2012), found that emission reductions for agriculture of 0.03–2.6 GtCO₂eq are possible at USD 50 per ton of CO₂eq and reductions of 0.2–4.6 GtCO₂eq at USD 100 per ton of CO₂eq in 2030 (Smith et al. 2014). A recent partial equilibrium assessment by Frank et al. (2018) calculated the non-CO₂ mitigation potential in 2030 as 1 GtCO₂eq at USD 25 per ton of CO₂eq and as 2.6 GtCO₂eq in 2050 at USD 100 per ton of CO₂eq. The global potential for soil carbon sequestration is estimated to be high but exhibits considerable uncertainty. Smith (2016) reports the mean global potential for carbon sequestration in agricultural soils as 1.5 GtCO₂ yr⁻¹ and 2.6 GtCO₂ yr⁻¹, at carbon prices of USD 20 per ton of CO₂eq and USD 100 per ton of CO₂eq, respectively.

Barriers to the uptake of all technical and economic GHG mitigation potential in the agriculture sector are plentiful. Wreford et al. (2017) identify as a farm-level barrier the actual or perceived lack of financial benefits from the adoption of mitigation measures and as a national-level barrier the actual or perceived effects of mitigation measures on production. Additionally, insufficient information and education, transaction costs, and social and cultural factors may turn out to be significant barriers to the adoption of mitigation practices (Wreford et al. 2017). Using interviews and workshops, Kipling et al. (2019) identified the following barriers and challenge categories for Welsh livestock production: practical limitations, knowledge limitations, interests and cognitive limitations.

Climate policy is now entering agriculture at a larger scale. This change raises the key question of how to create proper incentives and overcome barriers to the adoption of abatement measures. Defining the most effective measures and their costs is crucial for choosing economic instruments to promote the reduction of emissions and to increase agricultural carbon sinks. The marginal abatement cost curve (MACC) approach has been widely used to compile information on the costs and mitigation potential of GHG mitigation measures. Eory et al. (2018) review the current state and future projections of using GHG MACCs in agriculture and identify the key limitations or challenges related to their use: how to set system boundaries, choose measures, find data, and define the baseline and possible co-benefits and tradeoffs of the selected measures. They also suggest the use of different incentives depending on the chosen measures ranging from providing knowledge to cost-negative measures to financial support for high-cost measures and mandatory requirements. The abovementioned reviews do not, however, specifically focus on the use of climate policy instruments. Additionally, Jones et al. (2013), who review bioenergy, conservation programs and R&D as means to mitigate GHG emissions from agriculture in the US, focus on policy programs, not on policy instruments. Thus, an extensive review on the use of climate policy instruments is missing.

The aim of this paper is to fill the gap in the literature. Our survey is on the use and impacts of climate policy instruments in agriculture. We believe that this discussion is missing from the literature. The earlier review-type papers (e.g., Gonzales-Ramirez et al. 2012, Jones et al. 2013, MacLeod et al. 2015, Eory et al. 2018) focus more on measures and costs but discuss policy instruments in a more passive or narrow way. We discuss measures and their efficiency in reducing GHG emissions. We pay special attention to how they affect crop and animal production, as they are sources of different GHGs requiring the use of different mitigation measures. We outline a heuristic economic model characterizing the production decisions in animal and crop production farms and show how the use of alternative climate policy instruments would enter a private farmer’s profit function. Furthermore, we link our discussion of mitigation measures and policy instruments to the production lines and interactions between them. While our discussion of climate policy instruments is general, we mostly rely on data from boreal and temperate agriculture.

The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Section two presents the heuristic economic model for guiding our review and discussion of mitigation measures and policy instruments. Section three focuses on the effectiveness and cost-effectiveness of potential mitigation measures in crop and animal production. The fourth section discusses policy instruments to promote the adoption of mitigation measures and challenges related to the measurement, reporting and verification (MRV) of GHG emissions reductions. A final section summarizes our findings.
Mitigation from an economic and policy angle: a framework

The main production lines of agriculture are, in broad terms, crop production and livestock production, which includes milk and beef production. In crop production, the management unit is a land parcel, and the key choices comprise the allocation of land to cultivated crops, the choice of a tillage method, and fertilizer use. Livestock production differs from crop production in many ways: 1) the primary production unit is the production animal, with arable farmland mostly playing a supporting role of providing animal feed, and 2) the production and use of manure. Manure is a costly byproduct and, at the same time, a valuable source of fertilizer for crops. The high cost of manure transportation affects decisions on its use. In mixed crop and livestock farms, manure is used as a fertilizer in the fields, and it is possibly augmented by mineral fertilizers. Provided that nutrient content in manure can be impacted by changing animal diet, manure creates a link between decisions concerning livestock and cultivation. Once this link is missing, livestock production and cultivation become entirely separate production lines (see Lötjönen et al. 2020 for the proof). Our focus here is on linking agricultural decision-making in crop and livestock production to GHG emissions and showing how private farmers can be impacted by climate policies. We adopt our approach from Lötjönen et al. (2020).

Model setup

Key sources of GHG emissions from livestock are enteric fermentation and manure management, both emitting CH$_4$ (Gerber et al. 2013). Manure storage and spreading cause N$_2$O emissions. Additionally, during manure storage and spreading, some nitrogen (N) evaporates as ammonia (NH$_3$), which is not a GHG, but part of the NH$_3$ transforms into indirect N$_2$O emissions. Volatilized N reduces manure N content and thus affects cultivation decisions. Additionally, spreading technology and diet slightly impact GHG emissions. From the cultivation side, feed production causes significant amounts of emissions (Gerber et al. 2013). GHG sources from crop production include soil emissions (CO$_2$ and N$_2$O), emissions from mineral fertilizer production and application, and the use of machinery.

We outline our framework in a simple way with the help of Figure 1, which focuses on milk and beef production and shows the links between crop and livestock production and the key points of decision-making. In the absence of climate policies, private farmers neglect the climate impacts of production. These decisions are illustrated in Figure 1 by rectangles covering diet, output and manure management. Diet consists of concentrate feed and silage. Manure is stored and spread on fields (and if needed, mineral fertilizer is also bought). Ovals indicate how GHG impacts relate to private production decisions, as explained above.

We now take a step forward and provide a heuristic analytical framework to facilitate our discussion of measures and especially economic instruments. This framework is a shortened and simplified version of the full livestock model developed by Lötjönen et al. (2020). Let $H$ denote the number of livestock and $\Omega H$ the net revenue from selling livestock products (milk or beef), while $i(H)$ denotes investment and other costs from barn, manure management and other facilities. Denote revenue from silage and cereal cultivation by $\Pi s$ and $\Pi c$, respectively. To keep the discussion general, we omit a more detailed description of cultivation. The private revenue from livestock production is given by

![Fig. 1. Livestock production and GHG emissions. Modified from: Lötjönen et al. (2020).]
(1a) \[ R = [\Omega(v)H - i(H)] + [\Pi^s(N(r)) + \Pi^c(N(r))]. \]

The first bracket denotes the net revenue from animal production, and the second bracket denotes profits from crop production (s denotes silage and c cereal crops). The net revenue per animal is a function of concentrate feed intake \( v \), which determines the diet. Revenue from cultivation is a function of applied nitrogen, \( N \) [its source being either manure, \( m(r) \), or mineral fertilizer, \( l(r) \)] application at distance \( r \), and the critical radius, that is, the outer limit from the farm center for silage cultivation \( r_s \). Fertilization, land allocation, and diet with herd size \( H \) constitute the decision variables in the model.

We next develop the social perspective on private farmers’ decisions. Let \( E \) denote the GHG emissions from enteric fermentation and manure storage per animal unit and \( e^s \) and \( e^c \) denote GHG emissions from crop production, silage and cereals, respectively (including emissions related to soil and fertilization with both manure and mineral fertilizers). We postulate a (constant) marginal valuation of climate damage from GHG emissions and denote it by \( d \). Then, we can express social welfare from livestock production as shown in equation (1b).

(1b) \[ W = [\Omega(v)H - dEH - i(H)] + [\Pi^s(N(r)) - de^s + \Pi^c(N(r)) - de^c] \]

Equation (1b) provides the key points on which climate policy instruments should be levied: GHG emissions from enteric fermentation and manure, soil emissions and emissions from the use of mineral fertilizers.

In the next two sections, we provide the optimality conditions for the maximization of private profits (1a) and social welfare (1b). A comparison of private and social optima indicates the potential entry points for climate policy instruments. In the fourth section concerning policy instruments, we discuss in detail through which channels the alternative instruments work.

**Decisions in animal production**

Decisions in animal production entail the choice of herd size and associated investments in barns and manure storage and the choice of diet. Production also involves some choices of technologies, such as manure storage (covered with different materials or uncovered). Unlike other decisions, these are discrete choices.

The socially and privately optimal herd sizes, derived from equations (1a) and (1b), are determined by the equality of marginal revenues and marginal costs, as equations (2a) for society and (2b) for private farmers suggest:

(2a) \[ \Omega - dE - i'(H) = 0, \]

(2b) \[ \Omega - i'(H) = 0. \]

As society accounts for the climate impacts from enteric fermentation and manure storage and application, the socially optimal herd size is smaller than the private one. The implication of equations (2a)–(2b) for the use of policy instruments is clear: in the absence of abatement possibilities, instruments should reduce herd size. Inventing abatement technologies to reduce \( \text{CH}_4 \) emissions would allow for higher animal numbers.

The optimal diet is determined by the choice of concentrate feed, \( v \), which in turn determines the (possibly) required silage use through the properties of the intake function (not discussed here). Additionally, diet affects the nutrient content and amount of manure excreted, and this connects the optimal choices in diet and cultivation.

The optimality conditions for the social (3a) and private (3b) choices are as follows (subscripts denote derivatives):

(3a) \[ (\Omega_v - dE_v)H + [\Pi^s_v - de^s_v + \Pi^c_v - de^c_v] = 0, \]

(3b) \[ \Omega_vH + [\Pi^s_v + \Pi^c_v] = 0. \]

Interestingly, the choice of concentrate feed impacts at the margin not only animal production and associated feeding costs but also drives both silage and manure stocks (see Lötjönen et al. 2020 for details). This marginally affects the profits from silage and cereal cultivation. Equation (3a) illustrates how complicated optimal climate policy in the agriculture sector could actually be. Ideally, policy instruments should impact diet, as it impacts GHG emissions both directly and indirectly via land allocation and fertilization decisions. Assessment of the magnitude
of the diet’s impact on enteric fermentation, land allocation and fertilization plays a crucial role in defining the need to control diet with policy instruments.

If the impact of concentrate feed on manure nutrients is absent (or very small), the cultivation decisions are separate from animal production decisions. Now, equation (3a) for society and (3b) for private farmers reduce to

\[
(Q - dE_H)H = 0,
\]

\[
\Omega_H = 0.
\]

This illustrates the case where crop production and animal production are separable and both are optimized separately with one condition – that there must be enough silage for the herd. However, again, the choice of diet should be part of ideal climate policy, as it affects methane emissions from enteric fermentation.

Decisions in crop production

Typical decisions in crop production entail the choice of crops, fertilization, land allocation and tillage methods. The tillage method is a discrete technology choice, while the others are continuous. The optimal fertilizer application in each location entails the choice between mineral and manure fertilizers and their optimal rate of application. For society, the latter is determined by the equality of the value of the marginal product to the marginal social costs of the fertilizer comprising the input costs and the sum of the marginal climate damages. Mineral fertilizer has a constant unit cost (price) with a slightly increasing application cost with distance, while for manure, the transport cost clearly increases with distance. The critical radius for manure application, \( r^m \), defines the optimal distance at which the farmer shifts from manure to mineral fertilizer application. The determination of the switching point requires some calculation (see Lötjönen et al. 2020), but it can be formulated rather simply for both society (5a) and private farmers (5b):

\[
\alpha - C + d\varepsilon_i(m, r^m) = \frac{p^l + d\varepsilon_i(l, r^m)}{\theta N},
\]

\[
\alpha - C \theta N = \frac{p^l}{\varepsilon N},
\]

where \( \alpha \) denotes manure transportation and application costs, \( C \) the cost of exporting manure from the farm, \( \varepsilon_i \) (with \( i = s, c \)) cultivation-related emissions from silage and cereal cultivation, \( p^l \) the mineral fertilizer price, and \( \theta N \) and \( \varepsilon N \) represent the manure and mineral fertilizer N contents, respectively. As manure and mineral fertilizer are perfect substitutes in crop production, they are not used jointly; the lowest-cost fertilizer is always chosen. On field parcels close to the farm center, manure is applied exclusively until the switching point, where mineral fertilizer becomes less costly. Beyond this, mineral fertilizer is applied exclusively, while the optimal N application rate is equal for both fertilizers at the critical radius. As a result, the N application rate is always higher on parcels under manure fertilization, except at the point of indifference. This holds true for both private and social solutions. In any case, climate policy should account for the GHG emissions from fertilization giving grounds, for instance, for taxing nitrogen applications, as we shall see in the fourth section discussing policy instruments.

Finally, land is allocated over the gradient from the farm center between the crops according to their profitability. Silage is more profitable closer to the farm center due to its increasing transport cost, but there is a distance at which cereal crops become equally profitable according to equation (6a) for society and (6b) for private farmers:

\[
\Pi^s - d\varepsilon^s = \Pi^c - d\varepsilon^c,
\]

\[
\Pi^s = \Pi^c.
\]

Given that the net GHG emissions from soils are higher for cereal production due to the lack of soil cover, the social optimum (6a) entails a larger land area allocated to silage than the private optimum (6b).
First-best policy for animal and crop production

Equations (1a) – (6b) demonstrate that the privately and socially optimal decisions in both livestock and crop production differ. Society accounts for climate impacts, whereas private farmers neglect them in the absence of policies. This is reflected in larger herd size, higher use of concentrates, higher fertilizer intensity and land allocation and calls for climate policies that should change private decisions in livestock and crop production towards the social optimum. In general, the optimal first-best climate policy for agriculture entails a uniform carbon tax, \( t \), equal to the marginal climate damage, levied on all sources of GHG emissions, as shown by equation (7):

\[
\pi = [\Omega H - tEH - i(H)] + [\Pi^s - te^s + \Pi^c - te^c]
\]

Under this tax, private farmers have incentives to reduce all GHG emissions – provided that all emissions can be measured and decisions can be monitored. In practice, this may be difficult due to incomplete and asymmetric information. Therefore, much of the literature focuses on second-best policies targeting one or some sources of GHG emissions. Equation (7) and the above analysis have identified a number of entry points at which policy instruments should impact farmers’ behavior: herd size and the means of abating \( \text{CH}_4 \) emissions, the choice of diet, and the use of manure and mineral fertilizers. These choices impact the land allocation between crops and thereby soil emissions. The second-best instruments levied on herd size, diet or fertilization will impact land allocation only indirectly.

To tailor second-best policies, society needs to have an understanding of the mitigation measures available for farming and their costs and possible co-benefits. Drawing on this information, policies may relate to inputs, production animals or (discrete) technologies. We first focus on measures and their impacts on emissions and associated costs and then turn to policy instruments.

Measures to mitigate climate impacts of crop and livestock production

Many GHG mitigation options are readily available for crop and livestock production, including reducing nitrogen fertilizer use, adopting reduced or no-till methods, the conversion of arable land to grassland, changing livestock diet and adopting manure management technologies that reduce GHG emissions (MacLeod et al. 2015). However, only a few of these options belong to the so-called win-win solutions, meaning that they increase farm profits while reducing GHG emissions. Thus, the adoption of climate measures typically requires policy instruments or markets that incentivize and accelerate their uptake, which we will discuss separately later in this paper.

Mitigation measures

By adopting mitigation measures, a private farmer can reduce agricultural emissions and climate damage and, for instance, avoid carbon taxes in equation (7). Starting with livestock, a reduction in herd size is an extreme measure that impacts emissions directly by lowering \( \text{CH}_4 \) emissions from enteric fermentation and indirectly by affecting emissions related to feed production and manure management. Altering the share of concentrates in the diet may increase or decrease emissions from enteric fermentation depending on the starting point. Increasing concentrate intake from the privately optimal value of 16.09 kgDM day\(^{-1}\) reduces \( \text{CH}_4 \) emissions in Lötjönen et al. (2020; calculated based on Statistics Finland 2016). Adding fats to the diet decreases \( \text{CH}_4 \) emissions from enteric fermentation; a 1% increase in fat intake reduces \( \text{CH}_4 \) emissions by approximately 4% (MacLeod et al. 2015).

Covering manure storage decreases \( \text{CH}_4 \) emissions but increases direct \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) emissions; however, the overall effect is a slight reduction in \( \text{CO}_2\text{eq} \) emissions (based on IPCC 2006, Grönlund 2014, Statistics Finland 2016). Injection technology for manure application clearly reduces the amount of \( \text{N} \) evaporated as \( \text{NH}_3 \) relative to broadcast spreading (40% of manure \( \text{N} \) evaporates as \( \text{NH}_3 \) with broadcast spreading, while only 9% of manure \( \text{N} \) evaporates with injection; Grönlund 2014). The impacts on \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) emissions between application measures are mixed, although it seems that injection spreading increases \( \text{N}_2\text{O} \) emissions (Webb et al. 2010, Duncan et al. 2017). The importance of spreading technology stems mostly from water protection, as injection reduces P runoff by approximately 80% compared to broadcast spreading (Uski-Käppä and Heinonen-Tanski 2008). Additionally, the lower \( \text{NH}_3 \) volatilization with injection spreading may provide economic incentives for the farmer to use the technology.
A measure that goes beyond agriculture towards energy production is manure, which, with other organic materials, can be converted into biogas with anaerobic digestion. This technology reduces CH4 emissions from manure storage by capturing most of the emissions and transforming them into CO2 (MacLeod et al. 2015). Additional indirect emission savings stem from replacing fossil-based energy with renewable biogas, for instance, in road transport, but only if this substitution actually takes place. The volume of emissions saved is largely dependent on, for example, manure storage technology and temperature.

In crop production, reducing mineral fertilization decreases both emissions from fertilizer manufacturing and soil N2O emissions due to fertilization. Fertilization increases yields, which creates more crop residues and potentially increases soil carbon, but this effect does not outweigh emissions from manufacturing and soil N2O. Precision application of fertilizers decreases N2O emissions from soils through the reduction of N fertilizer overapplication (ICF 2013). Buffer strips and wider buffer zones sequester carbon in the roots of the perennial plants and reduce land for cultivation; thus, cultivation-related emissions are avoided provided the lost land area is not cleared elsewhere (Lal 2004, Ervola et al. 2012). Buffer strips additionally reduce N from runoff water, which indirectly reduces N2O from leaching.

Leguminous crops and legumes in crop rotations reduce the need for fertilization, both in the current and the following cultivation period, as legumes fix nitrogen biologically from the air (Dequiedt and Moran 2015). Thus, emissions from fertilizer manufacture and fertilization-related soil emissions are reduced. Additionally, soil emissions from legume cultivation are estimated to be lower than, for example, those in cereal cultivation (Lötjönen and Ollikainen 2017; based on Heikkinen et al. 2013 and Regina et al. 2013).

A cover crop is a fast-growing crop cultivated at the same time as, or between plantings of, a main crop. Catch crops are a special type of cover crop cultivated for utilizing surplus nitrogen remaining after harvest of the main crop, and thus, they reduce N losses from the soil. Cover crops mitigate GHG emissions mainly by increasing the soil organic carbon (SOC) content (MacLeod et al. 2015). Catch crops have a marked potential to reduce indirect N2O emissions from N leaching, as they can reduce leaching by as much as 50% (Valkama et al. 2015).

Conventional tillage is a tillage method that includes multiple soil disturbances, such as plowing and harrowing. Under no-till, the crops are directly sown without plowing. The effect of the tillage method varies across climate regions and soil types and across soil depths. In temperate regions, GHGs are estimated to decrease with minimum tillage and no-till (Meurer et al. 2018), but for example, in boreal regions, conventional tillage reduces GHGs in clay and loam soils (Ervola et al. 2012). However, several studies argue that the sequestration potential of no-till is often overestimated (see, e.g., Powlson et al. 2014, Meurer et al. 2018, Ogle et al. 2019). In a review covering temperate and continental climates, Meurer et al. (2018) find that the effect of reduced tillage practices on SOC was limited to topsoil and that many studies neglect deeper soil layers. Powlson et al. (2014) remark that the increased C in topsoil may result from redistribution of C from deeper soil layers. They also stated that even periodic tillage would largely reduce the benefits gained from prior application of no-till. We conclude that the literature offers support to the argument that no-till promotes carbon sequestration in temperate and continental climates, but this support is tepid at best. In a boreal climate, the effect is the opposite.

Nitrification inhibitors reduce soil N2O emissions by slowing the conversion rate of nitrogen fertilizer ammonium to nitrate (Moran et al. 2008). As a result, the rate of conversion of nitrate to nitrous oxide decreases, and emissions of nitrous oxide decrease. Possible tradeoffs with nitrification inhibitors include an increase in NH3 emissions (Kim et al. 2012) and the contamination of products (Chen et al. 2014). Residue management refers to the incorporation of straw into the soil. In temperate regions, this increases soil organic matter and positively affects both nutrient cycling and carbon sequestration to the soil (McVittie et al. 2014). Green fallowing reduces soil emissions, and cultivation-related emissions are avoided (Ervola et al. 2012).

Table 1 condenses the impacts of these measures on the three main GHGs in boreal agriculture. Note that we include direct impacts of the measures only (e.g., reduction in herd size reduces manure excretion, but we do not account for reduced land area for feed production). In Table 1, “0” means no impact, a plus an increase, and a minus a decrease in emissions. Not surprisingly, most measures in livestock management impact CH4, while crop production impacts show up in CO2 and N2O.

The next question is how costly the adoption of these measures actually is and by what instruments adoption can be achieved. We discuss these issues next.
A single measure or a combination of measures can be used to mitigate GHG emissions. Given that each of them is costly, it is important to define how much private costs increase with a higher emissions reduction, i.e., with a higher abatement level. The answer to this question is given by marginal abatement cost functions, which have received considerable attention in the literature. The literature has derived marginal abatement cost curves by employing multiple methods, including bottom-up cost engineering, microeconomic modeling with exogenous prices, and equilibrium models with endogenous prices (MacLeod et al. 2015). The choice of methodology affects the cost estimates of mitigation measures.

Vermont and de Cara (2010) use a meta-analysis to show that the GHG mitigation costs provided by equilibrium models are consistently lower than those of supply-side microeconomic models. This is partly explained by the high degree of flexibility in resource allocation that the equilibrium models provide. However, price effects from markets may increase the opportunity costs of mitigation and thereby also the abatement cost estimates provided by equilibrium models. Moreover, at low emission prices (EUR 10 tCO2eq-1), the abatement rates of supply-side microeconomic models are 60% lower than those given by cost engineering approaches. This difference declines with higher emission prices and implies that the most abatement potential reported in engineering approaches comes from practices with low or even negative costs.

We now review the cost-effectiveness figures of the agricultural mitigation measures found in the literature. For abatement measures in dairy production, we report the reduction in GHG emissions per livestock unit (LU), and for crop production, we report the reduction per hectare and then divide these by the associated cost. Technically, this gives the unit cost of abatement and allows for a comparison of the cost-effectiveness of measures. We focus our discussion on boreal agriculture but collect figures from temperate regions to allow for comparison.

In dairy production, the cost-effectiveness estimates of abatement measures vary greatly within and between measures. Decrease of dairy herd size, that is, reducing dairy cow numbers would provide a large reduction in GHG emissions stemming from enteric fermentation and manure management, but the costs would also be high due to the reduced milk yield (Lötjönen et al. 2020). Among possible abatement measures, for fat supplementation,
the cost estimates vary from approximately EUR 137 to 335 tCO2eq\(^1\) (Bates et al. 2009, Pellerin et al. 2013). Covering open manure storage with a floating cover reduces GHG emissions modestly at a relatively high cost (Lötjönen et al. 2020). The cost-effectiveness of anaerobic digestion is dependent on the type of digester. With a centralized digester, the costs of a 90% reduction in GHG emissions vary from negative numbers to more than EUR 100 tCO2eq\(^1\) (Bates et al. 2009). Table 2 collects the cost-effectiveness estimates in dairy production.

### Table 2. Cost-effectiveness of measures related to dairy production

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abatement measure</th>
<th>Abatement rate, tCO2eq LU(^{-1}) yr(^{-1})</th>
<th>Cost-effectiveness, EUR tCO2eq(^1)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Decrease of dairy herd size</td>
<td>2.6 (yearly within a 3-year lactation period)</td>
<td>519 (yearly within a 3-year lactation period)</td>
<td>Lötjönen et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fat supplementation/dietary lipids</td>
<td>1% fat increase in ration reduces 4% of the CH4 emissions</td>
<td>137–262</td>
<td>Bates et al. (2009)</td>
<td>EU27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covered manure storage (floating cover)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>670</td>
<td>Lötjönen et al. (2020)</td>
<td>Finland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anaerobic digestion</td>
<td>90% abatement rate</td>
<td>–48–130 (centralized digester)</td>
<td>Bates et al. (2009)</td>
<td>EU27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Turning to crop production, reduction rates and unit costs differ considerably, with leguminous crops being quite attractive at a cost below EUR 20 tCO\(_2\) eq\(^1\) (Pellerin et al. 2013). Even more attractive is winter wheat with minimum tillage, which according to the literature entails negative costs (McVittie et al. 2014), that is, an increase in farm profit but with a modest abatement rate. This result is, however, indirectly challenged by finding that no-till causes high unit costs (McVittie et al. 2014). The literature provides mixed results concerning the cost of cover crops. They vary from approximately EUR 50 to 180 tCO\(_2\) eq\(^1\) (Schulte et al. 2012, Pellerin et al. 2013, Posthumus et al. 2013, McVittie et al. 2014).

Table 3 collects the cost-effectiveness estimates for selected abatement measures that can be adopted in crop production to mitigate GHG emissions. Here, the number of measures is larger than in the case of livestock production. Furthermore, the costs of reducing GHG emissions are lower than in livestock farming, and we even observe negative costs here. Interestingly, Povellato et al. (2007) review the cost-effectiveness of different GHG mitigation measures in European agriculture and find that measures related to CH\(_4\) abatement are more cost-effective than changing management practices in crop cultivation (see also Lötjönen and Ollikainen 2019).

Table 3 reveals an interesting difference between no-till and minimum tillage in favor of the latter. The reason is that minimum tillage reduces costs associated with machinery. Another notable feature is that the costs of cover crops differ considerably, being generally higher than those of many other measures. In general, the wide range of estimates may reflect geographic differences, variation in modeling choices or uncertainty in the determination of costs.

### Table 3. Cost-effectiveness of measures related to crop production

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abatement measure</th>
<th>Abatement rate, tCO2eq ha(^{-1}) yr(^{-1})</th>
<th>Cost-effectiveness, EUR tCO2eq(^1)</th>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Location</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Precision nutrient application</td>
<td>1.02</td>
<td>18–19</td>
<td>ICF (2013)</td>
<td>USA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leguminous crops</td>
<td>0.874 +/–0.393</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>Pellerin et al. (2013)</td>
<td>France</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover crops</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>Schulte et al. (2012)</td>
<td>Ireland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>Posthumus et al. (2013)</td>
<td>UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum tillage – Winter wheat</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>–56</td>
<td>McVittie et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No-till – Winter wheat</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>–117</td>
<td>McVittie et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nitrification inhibitors</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>McVittie et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residue (straw) management – Winter wheat</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>McVittie et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Scotland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>McVittie et al. (2014)</td>
<td>Denmark</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Environmental co-impacts of GHG abatement measures

Most of the GHG mitigation measures have environmental co-impacts, in most cases co-benefits but in some cases tradeoffs with negative impacts. For example, cover crops improve water quality via reduced nutrient runoff (Schulte et al. 2012, Kirk et al. 2012, Wiltshire et al. 2014). Precision nutrient application contributes to improved water quality by increasing nutrient use efficiency and thus reducing nutrient surpluses and potential nutrient leaching and runoff. The use of nitrification inhibitors contributes to reduced nitrogen leaching and thus improved water quality (Schulte et al. 2012). Leguminous crops contribute to improved water quality through reduced leaching of nitrate (Nemecek et al. 2008) and may also have a positive impact on biodiversity (Legume Futures 2014, Bues et al. 2013). The adoption of no-till and reduced/minimum tillage usually reduces soil erosion, nitrogen runoff, and particulate phosphorus runoff, but it may increase dissolved phosphorus runoff and herbicide runoff (Lankoski et al. 2006). Conversion of cropland to perennial grasses to sequester soil carbon may improve wildlife habitats and water quality.

Greenhalgh and Sauer (2003) and Pattanayak et al. (2004) both find that the water quality benefit of carbon sequestration practices is very significant. Pattanayak et al. (2004) analyze the water quality co-benefits of GHG mitigation practices by linking a national-level water quality model to a national-level agriculture sector model. Payments of USD 25 and USD 50 tCO₂eq⁻¹ induce the conversion of agricultural land into forestland, changes in tillage practices and crop mixes on remaining agricultural land, and changes in livestock management. These responses will mitigate 60–70 million tCO₂eq and improve aggregate national water quality by 2%. Moreover, these practices will reduce annual nitrogen loadings into the Gulf of Mexico by up to half of the reduction goals established by the national Watershed Nutrient Task Force for addressing the hypoxia problem (Pattanayak et al. 2004). McCarl and Schneider (2001) found that an increase in carbon prices will reduce sediment, nitrogen and phosphorus runoff.

Feng et al. (2007) used the Environmental Policy Integrated Climate (EPIC) model to assess carbon sequestration, erosion reduction, and nutrient runoff reduction benefits of different targeting mechanisms of Conservation Reserve Program (CRP) funds in the Upper Mississippi River Basin. For the whole area, the annual average rate of carbon sequestration of adopting CRP practices was 0.487 tons per acre. Their analysis shows that if the CRP had been targeted at carbon specifically, carbon sequestration benefits would have been four times larger, erosion reduction 69% lower, and nitrogen runoff reduction 26% higher than in the case of the actual CRP allocation. If the CRP had been targeted at erosion specifically, almost three times more erosion benefit would have been achieved. Their analysis also shows that different regions benefit from the program depending on which environmental issue is targeted.

Feng et al. (2007) assessed the co-benefits from carbon sequestration policy in a large agricultural region in the U.S. and found that the co-benefits are likely to be sizable in absolute magnitude, highly variable across subregions, and dependent on policy design. Thus, if society values these co-benefits, a carbon market or carbon sequestration policy that does not address these co-benefits will not maximize social welfare. Hence, policy design issues related to co-benefits are important for the efficient design of GHG mitigation policies in the agriculture sector.

Policy instruments promoting mitigation in agriculture

In contrast to studies on technical mitigation measures, the literature on policy instruments targeting GHG emissions is scarce (Bakam et al. 2012, De Cara et al. 2005, Pérez Domínguez and Britz 2003). Nevertheless, it has focused on multiple instruments targeting either livestock production or crop production. Some of the literature develops a full Pigouvian set of policy instruments addressing both climate and water quality damage (Löötjönen et al. 2020, Ervola et al. 2018). Most of the literature focuses solely on GHG emissions and policy instruments addressing GHG emissions or emission drivers such as fertilizer inputs and ruminant heads. Very few of the studies also consider transaction costs related to different policy instruments (notable exceptions are Pérez Domínguez and Britz 2003, Bakam et al. 2012, De Cara et al. 2018, Ervola et al. 2018, OECD 2019).

As shown above, the possible options to reduce GHG emissions from livestock are rather limited, and most impacts can be obtained from mixed crop-dairy farms via cultivation choices. Nevertheless, the literature (see, e.g., Lengers and Britz 2012, OECD 2019, Löötjönen et al. 2020) has identified at least four policy instruments that can target emissions from livestock production. They are a GHG tax – or abatement subsidy or emissions trading – levied on actual or estimated emissions, an animal (ruminant) tax, regulatory requirements on manure storage,
and subsidies for a low GHG emission diet for ruminants. Furthermore, there always exists a possibility of reducing meat consumption through a meat tax (see, e.g., Wirsenius et al. 2011, Säll and Gren 2015). Although this instrument targets agriculture only indirectly, we briefly comment on it as well.

Regarding crop production, the most often examined instruments are a GHG tax, an abatement subsidy, GHG emissions trading and input taxes (e.g., Ervola et al. 2018, OECD 2019, Bakam et al. 2010). In addition, new policy instruments have been developed to promote farmers’ adoption of soil carbon sequestration practices, which provide positive externalities for society. Government payments for soil carbon sequestration or farmers’ voluntary participation in carbon offset markets serve as examples of these mitigation policy instruments (e.g., Gonzales-Ramirez et al. 2012).

**GHG emission tax, GHG abatement subsidy and GHG emissions trading**

A GHG tax (carbon tax) and emissions trading impose a price on GHG emissions, while a GHG abatement subsidy provides a reward for a unit of abatement – also providing an efficient price for emissions. Recall equation (7), where the carbon tax \( t \) (also interpreted as an emission allowance price) replaces the climate damage function \( d \). Thus, the carbon price enters the private optimality conditions (2a) – (6a) and adjusts all choices of the private farmers towards the social optimum. Under a uniform carbon price, all farmers face the same price for emissions, and they adjust their use of inputs and land allocation to reduce emissions in a way that equalizes their marginal abatement costs, which is a requirement for minimizing the economic cost of abatement.

An abatement subsidy works similarly at the margin, but unlike the emission tax, the subsidy increases private profits. This becomes visible once we rewrite the private profit function (equation 7) in terms of the subsidy. Let \( \beta \) denote the uniform subsidy rate and , \( z_j = H, s, c \) denote the GHG emission baselines from cows, silage and crops, respectively, reflecting private choice before climate policy is introduced.

\[
\pi = [\Omega H + \beta (z_H - EH) - i(H)] + [\Pi^s + \beta (z_s - e^s) + \Pi^c + \beta (z_c - e^c)]
\]

When choosing herd size, diet, fertilization and land allocation, a farmer would face similar optimality conditions as under the GHG tax. However, now, the difference between the baseline and the new emissions would bring revenue and counteract the reduction in profitability and possibly incentivize the entry of new farmers or more land use to agriculture sector. Therefore, a GHG tax and GHG abatement subsidies differ with respect to total GHG emissions, farm profits, and government budgets.

The quantitative impacts of these policy instruments can be examined in either partial or general equilibrium frameworks. Lengers and Britz (2012) and Lötjönen et al. (2020) provide examples of partial analysis of carbon instruments at the farm level. Lengers and Britz analyze mitigation measures with a detailed biodynamic DAIRYDYN model and recommend indicators as a basis for climate policies instead of actual emissions. Lötjönen et al. (2020) in turn use a farm model and recommend levying carbon tax on either all or the main emission sources.

OECD (2019) employs a general equilibrium analysis to investigate the performance of the above market-based instruments in agriculture at the global level. This work is based on the Modular Applied GeNeral Equilibrium Tool (MAGNET), which is a multisector, multiregion computable general equilibrium model that covers the global economy. The analysis reveals that the mitigation effectiveness of the global abatement subsidy is only half of the emissions reductions of the global GHG tax. The reason is that the cost and price increases from the tax cause a contraction in the supply of and demand for agricultural products in aggregate, particularly for GHG emissions-intensive products. The two instruments also differ with respect to their impact on agricultural income, competitiveness, food consumption and government budgets. Although a global GHG tax is more effective in mitigation, global abatement subsidies provide considerable emission reductions without causing economic losses to agricultural producers or food consumers, which reduces the potential political and social barriers to implementing this policy option (OECD 2019).

The cost-effectiveness of these instruments has been examined in many studies. OECD (2019) provides a farm-level analysis for selected EU countries. It shows that all three policy instruments provide exactly the same marginal incentives for emission reduction and result in the same marginal abatement costs (EUR 50.2 tCO\(_2\)eq\(^{-1}\)) at the 10% emission reduction level when transaction costs are not considered. Including transaction costs improves the relative performance of the GHG tax and abatement subsidy over GHG emissions trading. A comparison of emissions trading with uniform emission constraints shows, on average, 17% cost-effectiveness gains for emissions trading.
Pérez Domínguez and Britz (2003) find similar gains (23%) from emissions trading relative to uniform emissions constraints for the EU27. De Cara et al. (2005) compare the GHG emissions tax with uniform emission constraints and show that meeting an 8% GHG abatement target is more than twice as expensive under the uniform emission constraint as it is under the emission tax. Bakam et al. (2012) obtain similar results for GHG emission trading over an input tax for GHG emission reduction targets over 29%.

The results from these studies suggest that market-based instruments provide the most cost-effective options for GHG mitigation in agriculture. They also indicate that it pays to target GHG emissions broadly, just as equations (6) and (7) demonstrate. There are two reservations that may weaken the feasibility of these results. First, a broad tax base requires the authorities to be able to efficiently monitor the actual choices within farms. OECD (2019) finds that every euro spent on better monitoring, reporting and verification, which increases transaction costs, brings EUR 1.3 through improved cost-effectiveness. How to improve monitoring and how costly it actually is, however, is a highly debatable issue. The second issue concerns the abatement subsidy. It has a high cost impact on the government’s budget, unlike the emission tax, which increases budget revenue. This feature decreases the desirability of the subsidy unless the government only shifts some of the existing farm income support to the abatement subsidy outlays in a budget-neutral manner (we will discuss this later).

Input taxes: ruminant tax and fertilizer tax

An animal tax (ruminant tax) refers to a tax that is levied on the productive animal. The motivation for the tax is as follows. The main source of GHG emissions from dairy and cattle farming is enteric fermentation. Given that the privately optimal herd size is always higher than the socially optimal one (as shown in equations 2a and 2b), reducing the number of heads is the quickest and most certain way of reducing GHG emissions. Moreover, taxing emission-intensive inputs (ruminant animals or nitrogen fertilizer) circumvents the substantial challenge of measuring and monitoring all emissions from mixed dairy-crop farms, which is the case for GHG emissions taxes that address all emissions from farms. Taxing emission-intensive inputs instead of emissions allows some savings on transaction costs related to measurement and monitoring. The drawback is that resorting to the second-best tax reduces economic efficiency since it fails to incentivize the adoption of mitigation practices that reduce the emission intensity of production. Drawing on this line of thinking, it has been suggested that a tax on the number of animals (ruminant heads) may be the most easily implemented climate instrument for dairy and cattle livestock farming (see, e.g., OECD 2019).

The animal tax rate may reflect the average emissions from enteric fermentation with a certain feeding regime per year multiplied by climate damage (see, e.g., Lötjönen et al. 2020), or alternatively, it can additionally reflect emissions from manure storage and application. Equation (9) demonstrates how the ruminant tax (denoted by τ) enters a private farmer’s profit function,

\[
\Pi_s = \Pi_c + \Pi_{\text{eq}}
\]

(9) \[\pi = [\omega H - \tau E H - \iota(H)] + [\Pi^s + \Pi^c].\]

Thus, the ruminant tax is levied on the emissions from animals. In the absence of means to reduce per animal GHG emissions, this tax is simply a unit tax on ruminant animals. The only way a farmer may respond to the tax is to reduce the number of animals. A reduction in the number of animals, however, also has effects on fertilization and land allocation. The reduced amount of manure increases the use of mineral fertilizer and reduces the amount of land allocated to silage – both changes tend to increase GHG emissions. If the farmer could adjust diet or manure storage and application technologies to reduce emissions, the tax burden could be reduced. However, due to measurement and monitoring problems, the most realistic option to implement a ruminant tax is a constant uniform tax based on the average type of feeding regime and manure management.

No country has implemented a ruminant tax, which is perceived as a very strong instrument. However, there are simulations examining the implications of a ruminant tax. OECD (2019) suggests that a global GHG tax leads to a much larger emissions reduction than a global tax on ruminants, 1595 MtCO\textsubscript{2}\text{eq} by 2050, while for a ruminant tax, the emission reduction is 301 MtCO\textsubscript{2}\text{eq} by 2050. Lötjönen et al. (2020) provide a farm-level analysis and find that the ruminant tax leads to an approximately 24% lower reduction in emissions relative to a general GHG tax on a mixed crop-dairy farm. A farm-level analysis by OECD (2019) shows that the cost-effectiveness of a ruminant tax is relatively good: EUR 50.2 tCO\textsubscript{2}\text{eq} for an emission tax and EUR 53.6 tCO\textsubscript{2}\text{eq} for a ruminant tax. Although transaction costs improve the relative performance of a ruminant tax, an emission tax is still the most cost-effective policy instrument (with transaction costs EUR 53.7 tCO\textsubscript{2}\text{eq} for an emission tax and EUR 55.6 tCO\textsubscript{2}\text{eq} for a ruminant tax).
The introduction of a national ruminant tax may lead to carbon leakage, challenging the adoption of a unilateral national tax policy. An alternative is to focus on consumers. Increased information on healthy diets could decrease the demand for meat (see, e.g., Rickertsen et al. 2003). The literature has also suggested using another instrument to target ruminants: a meat tax levied on consumers instead of producers (Wirsenius et al. 2011). In the EU, Wirsenius et al. (2011) found that a tax of EUR 60 tCO$_2$ eq on animal food products would reduce GHG emissions by 32 million tons (with the main effect stemming from ruminant meat). Drawbacks of the meat tax include reduced profits from the products and the lack of incentives it provides producers to reduce GHG emissions within the production stage (Wirsenius et al. 2011).

We next turn to another input tax, a tax on nitrogen fertilizers, as a means of reducing GHG emissions. The motivation for a nitrogen tax as a climate instrument is as follows. The manufacture of mineral fertilizers causes GHG emissions, and mineral nitrogen is a source of N$_2$O emissions from soils. When a nitrogen tax ($t$) is used, the private farmer’s profit function is

$$\pi = [\Omega H - i(H)] + [\Pi^s(t) + \Pi^c(t)].$$

Equation (10) shows that the nitrogen tax impacts the profits from crop production (silage and crops). A look at the first-order conditions in equations (5b) and (6b) helps to reveal the two main impacts of the tax. By equation (5b), the tax increases its RHS, implying an increase in the use of manure. Equation (6b) in turn shows that the RHS profits decrease and more land is allocated to silage due to its improved profitability. Unfortunately, in a mixed dairy-crop production farm, the size of the herd may even increase, tending to increase methane emissions. This is, again, an indication of how complicated climate policy in agriculture can be.

Ervol et al. (2018) employ data from Finland and focus on water quality and GHG emissions damage from crop production. Their analysis simultaneously includes a socially optimal fertilizer tax, a soil emissions tax and a subsidy for soil carbon sequestration (for green set-aside and afforestation). Simulations for Finnish agriculture show that the optimal fertilizer tax rate is uniform (19%) when GHG emission damage is internalized (but is differentiated when water quality damage is accounted for). The optimal fertilizer taxes vary from 19% to 58% and depend on soil type (mineral, clay or organic soil), soil productivity and tillage method (conventional moldboard plow tillage or no-till). The optimal tax on soil emissions varies from EUR 15 ha$^{-1}$ in clay soils to EUR 231 ha$^{-1}$ in organic soils. Different policy scenarios (water quality policy, climate policy, or combined water quality and climate policy) have differential fiscal effects.

**Voluntary carbon contracts and offset mechanisms**

Recent initiatives towards carbon farming offer new directions for policy development. Carbon farming refers to farming practices that increase the carbon content in soils, mostly via photosynthesis. France’s initiative aimed at sequestering 4% annually in soils has spurred carbon farming (Minasny et al. 2017). Carbon offset programs have played a part in GHG policies in the international arena, but recently, the question has become whether farmers could benefit nationally from carbon farming beyond increased agricultural productivity, as sequestering carbon in soil reduces CO$_2$ content in the atmosphere, providing a positive climate externality. There are alternative ways of promoting carbon farming: either using the abovementioned carbon tax-subsidy combination (Ervol et al. 2018) or relying on voluntary mechanisms, such as carbon contracts and offsets (Lewandowski et al. 2004, Antle et al. 2007, Gonzalez-Ramirez et al. 2012).

Carbon offsetting is a market mechanism in which companies buy carbon offsets (credits) from agriculture to compensate for their emissions. For them to be sustainable from a climate perspective, the literature emphasizes that carbon offsets must fulfill the requirements of strict additionality, permanence and verifiability. Governments must provide a sound basis for offsetting (Gonzalez-Ramirez et al. 2012). Niles et al. (2019) propose an umbrella protocol to ease the application of offset schemes across regions, crops, and practices. Traditionally, offset protocol development has involved creating a new protocol for each combination of practice, crop and region, which is time consuming. The protocol development and approval process can be accelerated through the development of an umbrella protocol that encompasses one particular type of GHG or management practice, which can then be expanded to different crops, regions and practices. Such protocols are expected to reduce workload and time for policy development.

Most of the studies that have analyzed soil carbon sequestration show that some sequestration is economically feasible at a relatively low C price, i.e., in the range of USD 10 tC$^{-1}$, but the rate of participation in C contracts
responds significantly to the C price. However, at low C prices, the amount of soil C that is sequestered is far below the technical potential, and the technical potential is approached only at prices in the range of USD 100 to USD 200 tC⁻¹. These studies also show that the technical potential and economic feasibility of carbon sequestration vary substantially by region and type of practice (Lewandrovski et al. 2004, Antle et al. 2007).

Lewandrovski et al. (2004) analyzed the performance of alternative incentive designs and payment levels if farmers were paid to adopt land use and management practices that raise soil carbon levels. At payment levels below USD 10 per ton for permanently sequestered carbon, their analysis suggests that farmers would adopt changes in rotation and tillage practices, while at higher payment levels, afforestation dominates. Their analysis shows that the most cost-effective payment design adjusts payment levels to account both for the length of the contract and for the net sequestration.

Manley et al. (2005) studied offsets from no-till practices in the US with two meta-analyses. They found that the cost-effectiveness of no-till in increasing carbon accumulation in soil varies heavily with, for example, region, crop and soil carbon measurement depth. Efforts to use no-till to produce carbon offset credits should thus target farmland where a switch from conventional tillage to no-till provides net sequestration at relatively low cost.

The most typical approaches for designing voluntary carbon contracts are per-ton (or per-hectare) contracts, output-based-offset (OBO) contracts, a principal-agent-contract approach, and a dynamic abatement cost model approach (Gonzalez-Ramirez et al. 2012). Antle et al. (2003) examined the per-ton and per-hectare contracts for soil C sequestration. The per-hectare contract provides incentive payments to producers for each hectare of land that is switched from a production system associated with a relatively low equilibrium level of soil C to a system associated with a higher equilibrium level of soil C. The key feature of the per-hectare contract is that the payment per hectare is the same for all land under the contract that uses a specified technology, regardless of the amount of C that is actually sequestered as a result. The per-ton contract pays farmers a specified price for each ton of C that is accumulated and maintained in the soil for the duration of the contract, regardless of what management practices are used.

To implement per-ton contracts, it is necessary to quantify the amount of C added to the soil over the duration of the contract; hence, it is necessary to establish the baseline amount of C in the soil at the beginning of the contract and the time path of soil C over the duration of the contract. In their analysis of the marginal cost of soil C sequestration, Antle et al. (2003) find that a per-hectare payment scheme is as much as four times more costly than the per-ton payment mechanism, and this inefficiency loss is much larger than the transaction costs of implementing the more efficient contract.

Murray and Baker (2011) focus on an output-based offset contract, which is based on a baseline for crop yields and GHG emissions. The output-based offset approach establishes projected emissions and yields and establishes the baseline emission intensity, defined as a ratio between the projected GHG emissions and the projected yields. When signing the contract, a farmer agrees to reduce emissions intensity. Given the ratio, the farmer can attain a reduction either by reducing net emissions or by increasing yields. Credits are calculated as the product of the actual yield and the realized difference in the emission intensities.

Technically more complicated approaches by Mason and Plantinga (2011) and Fell et al. (2010) are more general and less rooted in agriculture. Mason and Plantinga (2011) propose a principal-agent framework for carbon offset contracts to ensure that policy makers do not pay for farmers who would supply carbon offsets even without the payment; thus, the aim is to ensure true additionality of contracts. Fell et al. (2010) suggest the use of a dynamic stochastic abatement cost model for the offset market.

Other policy options

Regulation of manure management

Manure-related GHG emissions can be reduced slightly by employing the right technological choices. A form of direct regulation would be to require the use of covered manure storage. Increasing importance can be given to the regulation of nutrients in manure. Nutrient separation, that is, separation of manure into phosphorus- and nitrogen-dominant fractions using technological solutions, in livestock farms focuses more on water quality policies than climate policies (see Ollikainen et al. 2019 for a more general discussion). It has a connection to climate policies via biogas production, as discussed below.
Support for biogas production

Using manure and biomass, such as grass, in a fermentation process produces biogas that can be used to replace fossil fuels either in transport or electricity production. The key issue economically is what type of subsidy works best. A well-known tradeoff exists between investment support and production support. Investment subsidies may induce investment, but production may turn out to be unprofitable. Production subsidies in turn may help plants that have received investment but may not trigger investments. Very much depends on technological development and local conditions but perhaps even more on carbon prices in energy production and transport. Additional issues in biogas production relate to the possible requirement that nutrients be separated after biogas production. This regulatory instrument stems more from water quality policies. The instrument combination of biogas subsidies and nutrient separation requirements appears ideal from an environmental point of view. Economically, this policy would increase the costs of biogas production on the one hand but provide possibilities to sell manure nutrients to crop production farms on the other hand. Biogas production is promoted in some countries, such as Denmark and Finland. The typical instrument has been an investment subsidy.

Subsidy for fat supplementation in livestock diet

Subsidizing fat supplements in livestock diets is an interesting theoretical option. Society could subsidize using oil as a part of the diet to reduce CH₄ emissions from enteric fermentation (Bates et al. 2009, MacLeod et al. 2015). While studies of economic incentives on this subject are lacking, we must, however, note that this instrument is subject to moral hazard; livestock farmers might take the subsidy but not use the costly oil in the diet, as authorities have no means to monitor the actual choice of the diet. Thus, an alternative would be a regulation relating to manufacturers of concentrate feeds to increase oil supplementation in all products. Whether the cost increase should be compensated to farmers, would be up to national decisions. Theoretically, there is no obligation for compensation, as the measure reduces negative externalities.

Re-instrumentation of agricultural support policies

Agricultural support policies, such as market price supports, payments based on output, and payments based on inputs, increase the use of inputs, shift land towards the supported crops and increase the entry of land into the agriculture sector. The overall effect is an increase in GHG emissions from the agriculture sector relative to a case in which no support measures are provided, as shown by Henderson and Lankoski (2019) for a number of countries. They also demonstrate that fully decoupled support payments do not increase GHG emissions from the sector. Regarding climate mitigation policy, their results suggest as a necessary first step reforming agricultural support policies: reduce and eventually remove those support policies that increase GHG emissions (remove the policy failure) before implementing specific mitigation policies to address remaining emissions (addressing the environmental market failure).

Barriers to the implementation of climate policies

Aside from social acceptability, the greatest potential barriers to ambitious climate policy in agriculture relate to the measurement, reporting and verification (MRV) of GHG emissions reductions. Given that the agriculture sector consists of a large number of heterogeneous (in terms of both productivity and environmental sensitivity) production units with mostly nonpoint source types of emission sources, the MRV challenges are remarkable and imply high transaction costs. Furthermore, some emissions sources and sinks, such as N₂O emissions from soil or soil carbon sequestration, are likely to be more uncertain and difficult to measure, which results in stronger tradeoffs between transaction costs and MRV accuracy (Grosjean et al. 2016).

However, given that a high share of MRV-related costs are fixed costs, which are invariant to farm size, it may be possible to decrease these costs by aggregating farms into larger units for MRV purposes (Bellassen et al. 2015, OECD 2019). Additionally, the existing institutional capacity created for other policies (e.g., EU Common Agricultural Policy (CAP) or EU environmental directives) can reduce the costs of MRV since various MRV tools may already exist (Grosjean et al. 2016).
Conclusions

Climate policy is more relevant to the agriculture sector than before. There is a need to identify the best available GHG abatement measures and develop new ones. Even more important is to design effective incentives for reducing GHG emissions from agriculture in a way that also promotes new and innovative solutions. We now briefly discuss both aspects.

For the most polluting part of agriculture, ruminant livestock production, the reviewed estimates show high abatement costs for most measures, many exceeding by 10 times the allowance prices in the EU ETS (where the average price in 2019 was slightly over EUR 20 ton$^{-1}$). In contrast, abatement costs are much lower (sometimes even negative) in crop production. This indicates that with the exception of GHG emissions from enteric fermentation, agriculture has many measures to reduce GHG emissions. The relevant policy questions are as follows: what is the willingness of governments to require emissions reductions in agriculture, and how can emissions reductions be efficiently achieved?

Answering the first question is beyond the scope of this study, but our review provides answers to the second question. First, market-based instruments, levied on all sources of GHG emissions, perform best according to simulations. Second, accounting for the heterogeneity and challenges in monitoring may be avoided by employing process-based models to estimate emissions with a given type of feeding regime, manure management technology, soil type, tillage method and other main aspects. Third, if heterogeneity presents an unsolvable problem, emission proxies, such as default emission factors for ruminant animals, can be used instead of directly measuring emissions, but their effectiveness is clearly lower than that of emissions-based policies. Fourth, a first step towards more effective climate policies is to reform the current agricultural support policies by decoupling support from production decisions.

Our review produces some interesting findings concerning the state of the art in the research relating to climate policy. Current data on emission reductions from alternative measures exhibit a wide range, creating uncertainty on the performance of measures. The source of these differences lies partly in the chosen approaches (measurement on site versus various modeling possibilities) and partly in vastly heterogeneous production conditions and site productivity of soil carbon sequestration. We definitely need a better, consistent data basis for climate policy design and implementation. Second, the choice of model matters considerably for the simulation results of alternative GHG policy instruments. Farm models provide information on farmers’ choices under the chosen behavioral assumptions. However, by keeping prices unchanged, they promise much stronger reductions in GHG emissions than partial equilibrium (sector) and general equilibrium models, which let prices vary, creating interactions between livestock and crop production lines. Sharpening the analysis with the help of econometric and other studies focusing on actual behavior is hardly feasible, as no country has implemented strong, ambitious climate policy in the agriculture sector. Finally, innovations seem to play a minor role in the current literature, even though there is an enormous need for them.

There is no doubt that agriculture needs innovations. Globally, the most challenging area of agriculture relates to animal production, which is a significant source of methane emissions, and globally, 26% of the ice-free land area is used for livestock grazing, while an additional one-third of cropland is used to produce feed for livestock (FAO 2012). Therefore, the direction of innovation should be towards a lower amount of required livestock herds and the release of land back to nature and to biodiversity maintenance. Restricting the analysis solely within traditional agriculture as a source of food is no longer sufficient. The new developments relating to the use of synthetic biology and renewable energy producing proteins from microbes in industrial plants may be crucial both in producing enough food for the increasing population and in reducing GHG emissions (e.g., Post 2012). Innovation policy for climate purposes is needed for both the food industry and primary agriculture, for instance, animal breeding to increase productivity that allows a decrease in herd sizes.
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